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M1SD receives top
state recognition
for College and
Career Readiness
By 'TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Independent Schools
have been recognized as one of
the top 12 districts in the state in
preparing students for college
and careers after graduation.
Sherry Purdom. public information officer for MISD. said
the district received an e-mail of
congratulations from David
Couch, associate commissioner
of the Kentucky Education
Technology Systems (KETS)
Office
of
Knowledge,
Information and Data Services.
about the district's accomplishment.
MISD is ranked among the
top Kentucky districts in the
2010 College and Career
Readiness graphic, which
reported the number of 2008
Murray High School graduates
who were college ready. The
district was the only far western
Kentucky school district to
make it in the top category,
according to Couch.
Eleanor Spry, assistant superintendent of Curriculum and
Instruction, said the district is
proud of the
achievement.
"We
are
proud of our
2008 graduates
and commend
the staff from
preschool to
high school for
the excellent
Slay
preparation
with these students," Spry said. "Parents
know the importance of the
ACT benchmarks which allows
their child to enroll in postsec-
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nadir Forecast
From The National Weather Service
Monday: Mostly cloudy. with
a high near 56. Southeast wind
between 3 and 6 mph.
Monday night: Rain likely
after midnight. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 42. Calm
wind
becoming
northeast
between 4 and 7 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 60 percent.
Tuesday: Rain. High near 54.
North northwest wind between
7 and 11 mph. Chance of precipitation is 90 percent.
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent
chance of rain before midnight.
Cloudy. then gradually becoming partly cloudy, with a low
around 40. West northwest wind
at 10 mph becoming south
southwest
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 62. South
southwest wind between 6 and
9 mph. with gusts as high as 18
mph
Wednesday Night: A 20 percent chance of rain. Mostly
cloudy. with a low around 40.
South wind 7 to 9 mph becoming west northwest.
Thursday: Mosay sunny, with
a high near 48. North northwest
wind between 7 and 10 mph
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
eterans, local officials and
more than 100 members of
the public showed up under
an u‘ercast sky at Chestnut Park
Saturday morning to honor military service and witners the unvei
ling of the new vetertms memorial
.
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post
6291 member Dick Henneberge
r.
the memorial chairman, thanked
the City of Murray for helping with
the memorial and thanked the public for their donations, volunteere
d
time and their encouragement. He
said the memorial, which features
an eagle statue surrounded
by
pedestals with seals for each
branch of the United States military and a memorial brick walkway, would be a tribute to local
veterans. their children and grand
children.
Michael Pape. field representative
for
Congressman
Ed
Whitfield, said that despite the
cloudy and drizzly weather, it was
a beautiful day for veterans. He
spoke of his brother-in-law, who

V

Members of the public examine
HAwKiNS TEAGuE / Ledger & Times
ail eagle statue at the nevi Vete
rans Memorial at Chestnut Park
and dedication ceremony Satu
following an unveiling
rday morning.

•See Page 2

Elkins issues another
Calloway burn ban

TODAY
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Crowd attends
unveiling of new
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HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE: Debb
ie Burchett of Vintage Rose Empo
rium, at right, advises Julie Tinsley on handbags
Saturday morning. Vntage Rose was
one of many local
businesses participating in the
annual Chamber of Commerce Holi
day Open House on
Satuday.

Ely TOM BERRY
tions, it is illeStaff Wnter
gal
to burn
For a second time in a month,
anything withthe county is now under a burn
in 150 feet of
ban as ordered by County
any woodlartd
Judge-Executive l.arry Elkin.s
or brushland
and county officials are urging
between the
resident to observe rules regardhours of6 a.m.
ing open burning.
to 6 p.m. durOpen burning in Calloway
ing fire seaCounty is now prohibited, but
Mins
sons. The fall
County Environmental Planner
forest fire hazTonya Robinson want residents ard seaso
n began Oct. I and
to be aware of state laws regard- continues
through Dec. 15.
ing open burning even when the
According to the Kentucky
county is not under a bum ban. Division
of Air Quality, it is
"With the nice weather, peo- never legal
to bum household
ple are getting out and cleaning trash other
than uncoated paper
around
their
properties," products. Aerosol cans, plast
ic,
Robinson said. "It is important tires, food
waste, coated wire,
they understand what is legal motor oil,
painted or treated
and illegal to burn. and when lumber, and many
. other materithey can and cannot bum."
als create toxic fumes and ash
According
to
Kentucky.
Division of Forestry regula- II See Pag
e3

Hobbled Dems, eager GOP
back for lame-duck session

By 11M ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -Lame-duck sessions are usually
unpopular and unproductive.
Nothing suggests otherwise
this year.
Seven weeks ahead of the
GOP House takeover. hobbled
Democrats and invigorated
Republicans retum Monday to
Capitol Hill.
With change clearly: in the air,
more
than
I(X/
mainly
Republican freshmen arrive to
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be schooled on the jobs they'l
l
assume when the next Congress
convenes in January. For
Democrats, it's another sad note
as one of their most venerable
tnembers goes on trial on ethic
s
charges.
Republicans are looking
ahead to January, when they:
will take back control of
the
House; many Democratic lawmakers and staff are more
focused on cleaning out their
desks and looking for new jobs.
That doesn't mean they can

slack off.
Congress must 3ct before
year's end on expiring Bush-era
tax cuts to protect millions of
people from significant tax
increases. Lawmakers failed to
pass even a single annual
spending bill this year. and
funds are needed to keep federal agencies financed and avoid
a
government
shutdown.
Doctors. meanwhile, face a
crippling cut in Medicare reim-

See Page 2
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PRESCRIPTION DRUG DROP-OFF:
Lauren Ballantyne,
left, and Dottie Kraemer, right. of the
Calloway County
Allicence for Substance Abuse Prev
ention stand with
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy Mike
Farley as they display the large number of prescnption
drugs that citizens
dropped off at the Sheriff's Office Saturday
morning dunng
a community collection of unused and
expired drugs.

Character Counts

CARING
• Be kind
• Be compassionate and show you care
• Express gratitude
• Forgive others
• Help people in need
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•Larne-duck session...
From Front
bursenteni•
Dein& LIN still command sizable majorities in the House and
Senate and have other ambitions
for the lame-duck session. Most
will go unfulfilled.
There are efforts to give
Social Security. recipients a
$250 check to make up for no
cost-of-living increase next
y ear: to extend unemployment
benefits: to allow gays to serve
openly in the military; to ratify a
nuclear weapons reduction
treaty with Russia; and to
extend government oversight of
food safety.
Congress will be in session for
a week. break for Thanksgiving
HAWKINS lEAGUE /Ledger & Times
week and return on Nov. 29.
RELAY KICK-OFF: Crystal Nadeau, chair of this year's Relay
Lavanakers will continue until
for Life. speaks to local teams at a event Sunday afternoon in
they. complete their work or give
the Murray roorn at Murray State University's CFSB Center to
up.
kick off the 2011 campaign to raise money for the American
Most of the attention this
week will be on activities off the
Cancer Society and cancer research. The Calloway County
House and Senate floors.
Relay will be April 29, 2011. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
In a back room of a House
office building. the House ethics
committee will open the trial
Monday of 80-year-old Rep.
Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., the forStaff Report
east, also on Highway 80. The
mer
Ways
and
Means
The names ol the victims of a vvestbound vehicle reportedly
Committee chairman charged
fatal Friday. collision had not did not yield to oncoming traffic
with multiple ethics violations.
been released as of Monday and made a
left turn into the
Elsewhere on the Hill. more
morning.
path of the eastbound vehicle.
than 100 incoming House and
Sgt. Tracy Guge of the
All individuals inside both vehiSenate freshmen start learning
Murray. Police Department said
cles were transported to
the rules of decorum, how to run
officials were still attempting to
Murray-Calloway
a congressional office and how
County
reach familiy members of vicnot to get lost in the Capitol
tims involved in the crash, Hospital. anti two people were
basement. Two Democratic senwhich occured early Friday then air-lifted to another medators — Joe Munchin. who won
evening at the intersection of ical facility.
the seat of the late Robert Byrd
One of the individuals died
U.S. 641 and Ky. 80.
of West Virginia, and Chris
According to a press release as a result of injuries. police
Coons, elected to Vice President
that MPD released on Saturday, reported. The incident is still
Joe Biden's Delaware seat —
officers responded to the colli- under investigation. MPD was
will be swom in Monday.
sion at approximately 4:55 p.m. assisted by the Murray Fire
On Tuesday the Senate parties
Friday. Police said one vehicle Department, the MCCH ambuelect their leaders. Sen. Harry
was traveling west on Highway lance service and Calloway
Reid of Nevada will continue to
80 while anothei was traveling County Fire-Rescue.
head the reduced Democratic

Accident victims' names not yet!vino!

majority. with Sen. Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky' still
guiding the Republicans.
House leadership elections
take place Wednesday. Pending
the official floor vote in January.
Republicans will confimi Rep.
John Boehner of Ohio a.s the
next speaker and Rep. Eric
Cantor of Virginia as future
majority leader.
Things appear to have settled
on the Democratic side.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, DCalif.. wants to stay on as
Democratic: leader, and a
Democratic
arrangement
reached Friday clears the way'
for Maryland Rep. Steny Hoyer
to become second in command
without a challenge frorn South
Carolina Rep. James Clyburn.
The chances of bipartisan
action during the lame-duck
session could become clearer
when President Barack Obama
meets next week with leaders of
both parties at the White House.
On the most pressing issue
facing Congress. extension of
the Bush tax cuts, Obama wants
to extend them for couples earning less than $250.000 annually'
while seeking a compromise,
perhaps a temporary continuation, for wealthier taxpayers.
Buoyed by their advantage.
Republicans are holding firm on
pernianent extensions for all.
This, Boehner said last week.
"will be the most important
thing we can do to help create
jobs in the country."
On Sunday. Obama said that if
Republicans "feel very strongly
about it, then I want to get a
sense of ... how they intend to
pay for it."
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Resort park lodges begin reduced hours

Inten

PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) Kentucky resort park lodges
will have reduced hours this
winter as a cost-cutting measure
during a budget shortfall.
"The state plans to close lodges at
17 parks from 3 p.m. Sunday. until 3
p.m. Wednesday. The reduced
hours will continue through March
15.
Gil Lawson. spokesman for
the Department of Parks, told
The Paducah Sun that the move
will save an estimated $1.4 million. He says the reduction was
recommended earlier this year
iis a cost-cutting measure

Some of the lodges and
restaurants with reduced hours
include those at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park in
Kenlake in Aurora
and Lake Barkley in Cadiz
Marshall County JudgeExecutive Mike Miller said he
didn't think the plan would he
good for workers or visitors.
"We have a lot of wonderful
people who work at the parks
who do great job for low pay,"
Miller said. "This is just going
to cut them back even more. It
isn't a good idea. It also is going
to be inconvenient for visitors."

MISD...
From Front

County.
Elizabethtown,
Somerset Independent. Monroe
ondary institutions and begin
County
and
Pikeville
credit bearing courses."
Independent. The indicator of
Other Kentucky districts
receiving the recognition, readinass includes student perincluding seven independent formance on the ACT or the
school
districts,
were: attainment of an IndustryBeechwood Independent. Ft. Recognized Career Certificate.
Thomas,
The KETS program resulted
Walter
Verona
Independent, Boone County. from the Kentucky Education
Oldham County. Woodford Reform Act of 1990.

III Veterans
From Front
was killed in Afghanistan's
Kandahar Province last year.
saying he looked forward to
purchasing a brick on the walkway in his honor.
State Sen. Ken Winters, who
served in the U.S. Army and
Army Reserves. said he was
eternally grateful for those who
had also served their country.
Calloway
County
JudgeExecutive Larry, Elkins spoke of
his friend Gary Wilkinson. who
died in Vietnam and had served
as an inspiration to him his
whole life. He said the public
would be reminded of the sacrifice of Wilkinson and others like
him every' time they drive down
Chestnut Street. Murray Mayor
Danny Hudspeth said he didn't
know what it felt like to see a
loved one leave for war, but
remembered his mother reading
letters from her brother while he
served in Vietnam.
Eddie Hale. a member of the

Murray Calloway. County Parks
Board. thanked the citizens for
their help with the memorial.
Parks Director I'vtatt Martin said
the niemorial was one of the
first projects he became
involved with after taking the
job, and it vvas the project of
which he was most proud.
Local VFW Commander
Flenoy Barrow said that the
memorial project became large!
in scope as its organizers slow ly
raised money over the last few
years. He said he hoped they
could continue adding bricks to
the walkway as members of the
public purchased them to honor
veterans in their families. He
also thanked American L,egion
Post 73 member Amos McCarty
with his help on this project and
past projects.
The district VFW commauder
and stAte" -VFW -Commander
Claude Wyatt also spoke at the
event.
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Drs. fJnily Gupton& Susdn Henley
Dr. Guptonis a graduate of the Murray State University and
thi Nova Southeastern University College of Osteopathic
Medicine. She completed her residency in Family-Medicine at
the University of Louisville
.
Dr. Heffley is a graduate of the University of evansville- and the
University 011.ouisville School of Medicine. She cornpleted her
residency in Family and Geriatric Medicine at the University of
Louisville.
Appointments with both Dr Gupton
made by calling 270-759-9200
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International Week set at MSU

ie
)f

ie

By KIRSTEN BENDT
Nightly - Dinner will be prepared by internationMSU Public Relations
al students and will be available at Winslow
It is time for International Educati
on Week Dining Hall. This gives students an opportun
ity. to
HEW) once again at Murray State
University.. experience authentic intemational cooking
withIEW is a nationwide event that started
in the out the expense of dining out. Dinner can
be paid
1990s. endorsed by former President Bill
Clinton. for using meal plans and will cost the same
as
It provides an opportunity to celebrate
the benefits ordinary meals.
of international education and exchang
e worldInternational Bazaar - International students
wide.
attending MSU will showcase their home counOne of the goals at Murray State University
is to trie.;. A few of the countries represented will
graduate global citizens. While it may not be
pos- include Belize, China, Egypt, India. Morocc
o,
sible for all students to study and learn
abroad, Nigeria, Spain, Thailand and Vietna
m.
they still have an opportunity to experience
inter- International students set up booths representing
national content while learning at MSU.
IEW their country' and provide information and fun.
strives to reach people in fun ways, while
expos- The event will be held in the Curris Center
rig them to other cultures and international
ideals. Ballroom on Wednesday from 9:30 a.m. until 2
Murray State celebrates International Educati
on p.m.
Week Monday through Friday, Nov. 15-19.
The
Global Alumni Distinguished Lecture Series theme for the week at Murray is "Borde
r MSU graduates will speak about the importance
Crossings." The goal is to encourage student
s on of having global knowledge and discuss how they.
cainpus to go beyond what they. arc capable
. by have used their international experience in their
crossing borders both literally and educatio
nally. careers. Speakers are Sean Finnegan. '93 graduEvent planning comes through the Global
ate, Starcom MediaVest, chief digital officer, and
Campus Committee the Institute for Internat
ional Martyn Brewer, '83 graduate, Adidas, head of
Studies.
Global Sports Marketing. The event will be held
There are many events scheduled for the week
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
including guest speakers, informational sessions
, Theater.
luncheons, nightly activities and much more.
The key-note address is "30 Mosques" with
Students who are interested in study abroad or
speakers, Aman All and Bassam Tar-4 on Friday,
individuals wanting to experience some interna6-8 p.m.. Curris Center Theatre. Ali and Tariq pertional culture can attend the events. A few activiformed a Twitter experiment by spending the holy
ties include:
Muslim month of Ramadan at a different New
Ten Thousand Villages Sale - Occuring daily in
York City mosque each night. The project blosthe Rocking Chair Lounge in the Curris Center
somed into a multimedia blogging project that
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. There will be home decor,
garnered interest worldwide. Encouraged by the
personal accessories and gift items by world iu-tisupport from readers. the two then ventured
sans available for purchase. Proceeds provide
beyond New York, spending each night of
vital and fair income to support artisans and their
Ramadan at a different mosque in 30 states around
families as well as improve the economic vitality
the country.
of their communities.
The community is invited along with MSU stuCountries Print Exchange: A Collaborative dents,
faculty and staff to attend any of the events.
Project Between Art and English - This exhibit
All events are free of charge with the exceptien of
contains content developed by MSU art and
International Cuisine at Winslow Dining Hall.
English students who worked together to develop
To view a full schedule of the week, visit
prints. This event showcases what students have www.mur
rayststatesedu/iew. For questions about
been doing and is exhibited Tuesday through MSU's
events, email msu.studyabroad@murSunday. in the Curris Center Gallery.
raystate.edu. For more information about IEW
International Cuisine Available for Dinner Nationw
ide, visit iew.state.gov/.

•Elkins issues Calloway burn ban...
From Front

Before conducting any outdoor bunting, citizen.
/
should
check with their local fire department an _
that are hazardous to human health and the environment. It is illegal to burn tires and other rubber county government to find out about restrictions2
products; wire; treated. painted or finished wood: and local ordinances. Robinson .said she will soon
plastics; garbage; heavy oils. asphalt materials; distribute pamphlets to post
offices around the
building matertals, especially those containing
county where residents may pick up a copy and be
asbestos; paints; and agricultural and household
better informed concerning the law.
chemicals.
Anyone with questions regarding regulations on
Children, the elderly and those with existing
health problems are particularly vulnerable to open burning is asked to contact Robinson at 754)smoke from open burning. Violating state air 3549. You may also find the regulations on the
quality regulations could result in a fine of up to DAQ website at www.air
ly.gov or Forestry's
525.000 per day.
website at or www.forestryly.gov.
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NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduied to meet at
5 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 16
in district courtroom inside
the Calloway County Juthcial
Center. On the agenda for
the meeting is a first reading
and public hearing concerning a budget amendment
related to an expansion project at R.T. Vanderbilt in
Murray a resolution concerning refinancing for the leasing of road graders. County
Treasurer Anita Gallimore's
report. a resoiution autnorizing West Kentucky Rural
Telephone a right-of-way to
use county property for construction of a fiber-optic network, board appointments
and an opportunity for public
comrnent.
• To report a Town Grier
item, e-mail: editoramurrayledgercom
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FtOTARY DONATION: Flenoy Barrow. commander of
VFW
post 6291, accepts a donation to the Murray-Calloway County
Veterans Memorial from Richard Vanover at a recent Rotary
Club meeting.
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Heater

Limited Supply (Oak or Cherry)
Reg $732.00
1500 Watt 120 V
Sale

'45900

Case Knives
(
61)

'294

"Omni" Directional Radiant
Kerosene Heater
10.000 BTU
Electric Igniter
Reg. $119.99
S8999
Sale

Gas Fire Pit
Reg $399 00
Si
Sale

Gas Logs
$100 Off

9900

CLOSEOUT!

Nora 6" Recessed
Light Fixture
(Housing Only)

SKIL
Jigsaw

SKIL Circular
Saw

Reg. $44.99

Reg. $7.73

CLOSEOUT Sale

Sale $5999

0111-1k
wir

Murray Supply.
where knowledge
is always in stock
and it's absolutely
heel

SS99

Reg. $77.99

'35"
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Sale $3
1999

75%

Ntss. TT,*

US

270-753-0530

s159"

Colored
Rope Lights
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propane cylinder
(not included)
Reg. $58.99

Local Channels Included

•

Fireplace

LP or Nadal Gas
*Elertnaty Awed
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$
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4,'Use "
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99.9% Worry-Free Signal Rebability

Christmas Gift

1111iIIIIIIIIIIi11111111110111 Wall Heaters

Sale

FREE HD'
FREE

NOVEMBER 18, 19 & 20

Hot Scott
Well House Heater
500 Watts, 120 Volt
Reg $32 99

"TPI" Dual Heat FanForced Portable Heater
240 Volt
(Low at 2000 watts and high
at 4000 watts)
Rea $199 99

value

To These Hot Deals!11.

-; 1-7 1-7
V
V

Sale

-

achvation of the CHOICE XTRA"'Package or above

Town Crier

IC

Pc0- HD DVR
HD RECEIVER
Upgrades $298

RRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Your liordwcwe EI•ctnc ol ond FlUmbong
Prol•mlionah

Inc.

200-206 E, Main • Murray, KY • 270-753-336i
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m • www murraysupply net

ortk

12/3 Extension Cord
25 Ft - Blue Red Green Sale

s19"

12J3 Extension Cord
s3999

50 Ft • Blue Red. Greer Sale

dp

12/3 Extension Cord
Ft. - Due. Red. Creep Sale

569"

•Sale good while supplies last
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Obituaries
James Trevathan

Glenda (Johnston) Lawson

I iev athan. 80. of Murray. died Sunday. Nov. 14. 2(11(1. at
at his home. Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home

Glenda (Johnstont Lawson. 68, ot Dexter. died Sunday, Nov. 14.
2010. at 11:32 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Arrangements are incomplete at the Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.

Link's

31) .1.111.

Kirsta Jean McLoone
McLoone, 37. ot Nevi, Concord. died Saturday. Nov.
Kiista
2(110. at her home. In addition to her parents. Richard Mann and
Brock. she via. preceded in death by a brother. Lenny
1 kir
Alt.Loone is sun iv ed
husband. Patrick McLoone of
/cpliv [hills. Fla.: three daughters. Kody Jean. Judy "Judy Boo" and
Nii.oie -Peanut" all of Zephyrhills; three brothers. Terry. Turner.
Bobby Turner and James Mann: three sisters. Tia Nelson. Isabelle
Mann and Melissa Maim: and mother-in-law. Judy Czarnecki of
1 taz. 1-1.1 No set-yr ices are scheduled at this time. Although Heritage
family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. online condolences may be lett at wwwitnesmillercom.

Wilda lean Crouch
Wilda Jean Crouch. 74, of Murray, died Friday. Nov. 12. 2010. at
:20 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Nov. 16. 1935. in Murray. she was of the
Baptist faith and retired from Mattel. In addition to
her parents. Carl and Marie Elkins Moody, she was
precede.d in death hy her husband, Carlos Crouch:
one son. Hal Crouch; and two sisters. Sara Jane
Barnett and Carlene Hale.
She is survived by one son, Keith Wayne
Crouch of Murray; sister. Geneva Collins of
Murray; and several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Funeral sen ices will be held today. Monday.
Noy. 15. 21/10. at 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Crouch Funeral
Home with the Rev. Russell Dunn officiating. Burial will be in the Salem Baptist Church Cemetery. Online
condolences may he left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.
An-angements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Alma Joyce
of Benton. died Saturday. Nov. 13. 2010. at 1:15
it Alai-shall County Hospital.
In addition to her parents. Harvey Cunningham
and Agnes Robertson C'utiningham. she was pre,cded in death by five brothers. Roy L.
Cunningham. Franklin Eugene Cunningham. Bob
Cunningham. Jimmy Vernon Cunningham and
Jerry- Paul Cunningham; one sister. Letha Crocker;
and two granddaughters. JoAnna Joyce and April
Michelle Collins.
She is survived by her husband. James Edward
Joyce of Benton; three daughters. Marilyn Joyce.
Evelyn Collins and Carolyn Stainacker. all of
Joyce
Benton; one son. Danny Joyce of Hardin: one
brother. Junior Wayne Cunninghair. of Diego. Mich.: 10 grandchildren: and six greac-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Nov. 16, 2010. at 1 p.m. at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home & Crematory with Lynn
McWherter. Ross Howard. Sr. and Ross Howard Jr. officiating.
Burial will follow in the Marshall County' Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be today. Monday'. Nov. 15. after 5 p.m. at the
funeral home. Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King
l'uneral Home & Crematory.

STOCK MARKET REF'ORT
Investments Since 1854
Don Jones Ind. 41g...11203.25 + 10.67
Air Pniducts
8431+ 033
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‘PPle
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8MT
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( Merpillar
,
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69.70 + 1.67
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s
....-..-.-.71.13 +11.14
Ford Motor
16.93 + 0.64
lientral Electric
16.24 - 0.111
GlaxoSmithkline ADR 39.36 - (1.26
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Goodyear lire It Rubber 813016158 ++11..11)7
/8
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ACII)

•
..
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HopEed Flank*
9.10 A 9.03 B
IBM
144.20 + 0.46
Intel
21.61 +0.M1
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23.03 + 0.04
Mattel
23.69 -S1cD011/111.
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Alerck
79.03 + 0.18
%cresol!
26.42 + 0.15
IC. Penney
11.56 + 0.43
Pepsico, Int
64.77 + 0.13
Pfizer. Inc.
-16.97 + 0.11
Regions Financial
6.24 + 0.09
Stars Holding Corp
+ 0.64
Time Marner.--....30.95 + 011
S Bancorp
.24.95 + 0.33
MellPoint Inc
57.20 - 0.88
Mal-Mart
54.23 + 0.10
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More exorcists needed
for Catholic Church

NEW YORK (API - Citing
a shortage of priests who can
perform the rite. the nation's
Robert 'Bobby' Glover
Roman Catholic bishops are
Robert "Bobby" Glover, 55. of Mayfield. died Saturday', Nov. 13. holding a conference on how to
2010. at 11:53 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
conduct exorcisms.
Born Feb. 18. 1955. in Dixon. III.. he was employed by Pilgrims
The two-day training, which
Pride processing plant in Mayfield. where he wits a Maintenance ended Saturday in Baltimore,
Technician.
was to outline the scriptural
Glover was preceded in death by his wife. Debra Helen (Early) basis of evil, instruct clergy on
Glover. who died Jan. 3, 2010; one daughter, Jody Glover: and his evaluating whether a person is
father. Robert William Glover.
truly possessed, and review the
He is survived by his mother, Amy(Bruce)Glover of Hardin; two prayers and rituals that compnse
daughters. Holly Coleman of Mayfield. and Bambi Elgin of Fancy an exorcism. Among the speakFarm; three grandchildren; one sister, Cindy Glover of Hardin; and ers will be Cardinal Daniel
two brothers, Brian Glover of Hayward. Wis. and Keith Glover of DiNardo,
archbishop
of
Dixon.
Galveston-Houston. Texas, and
Funeral services and inurnment will be at a later date.
a priest-assistant to New York
Arrangenients are handled by.' the Collier Funeral Home in Archbishop Timothy Dolan.
Benton.
"Learning the liturgical rite is
not dilicult," DiNardo said in a
Wanda Williford Butler
phone interview before the conFuneral services tor Wanda Williford Butler. 84, of Murray, were ference, which is open to clergy
held Sunday. Nov. 14. 2010. at 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral only. "The problem is the disHome with the Revs. Wayne Carter and N1atthew Williams officiat- cernment that the exorcist needs
ing. Burial followed in the West Fork Cemetery.
before he would ever attempt the
Serving as pallbearers were Chns Murphy, Joe Gomez, David rite."
Avent. Joey Avent, Ryan Southard and Jon Buoy.
More than 50 bishops and 60
Butler died Thursday, Nov. 11. 2010, at Green Acres Healthcare priests signed up to attend.
in Mayfield.
according to Catholic News
Born Nov. 30. 1925. in Detroit. Mich.. she was a member of West Service. which first reported the
Fork Baptist Church, worked at Meritt Clothing Company in event. The conference was
Mayfield and retired from K-Mart in Murray.
scheduled for just ahead of the
In addition to her parents, William Lynn and Birdie Adams fall meeting of the U.S.
Lawson. she was preceded in death by her first husband. Joseph C. Conference of Catholic Bishops.
Williford: her second husband. James E. Butler; son,Tony Williford; which starts today in Baltimore.
sister, Linda Emerson Story; and brother. William Ted Lawson.
Despite strong interest in the
Butler is survived by two daughters. Marsha Buoy and husband, training, skepticism about the
Dale of Murray. and Barbara Avent and husband, Mark of nte persists within the American
Whiteville, Tenn.; brother, Merritt Lawson of Murray; sister-in-law, church. Organizers of the event
Mary Ellis Lawson of Murray; brother-in-law. Tommy Dan Story of are keenly aware of the ridicule
Murray; eight grandchildren. Sara Murphy and husband, Chris of that can accompany discussion
Kirksey. Ashley Southard and husband. Brian of Si. Charles. Mo.. of the subject. Exorcists in U.S.
Jon Bucy of Murray, David Avent of Jackson, 'Tenn., Dani Gomez dioceses keep a very low profile.
and husband, Joe of Memphis. Tenn., Joey Avent of Memphis. In 1999, the church updated the
"Tenn.. B.J. Avent of Vv*hiteville, Tenn., and Teah Croft of Bowling Rite of Exorcism. cautioning
Green; four great-giantichildren; and several nieces and nephew's.
Expressions of sympathy may go to West Fork Baptist Church.
5179 Hwv. 121 North. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

that "all must be done to avoid
the perception that exorcism is
magic or superstition."
The practice is much more
accepted by Catholics in parts of
Europe and elsewhere overseas.
Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz, the
longtime private secretary ot
Pope John Paul
revealed a
few years after the pontiff's
death that John Paul had performed an exorcism on a woman
who was brought into the
Vatican writhing and screaming
in what Dziwisz said was a case
of possession by the devil.
Bishop Thomas Paprocki ot
Springfield, Ill.. who organized
the conference, said only a tiny
number of U.S. priests have
enough training and knowledge
to perform an exorcism.
Dioceses nationwide have been
relying solely on these clergy,
who have been overwhelmed
with requests to evaluate claims.
The Rev. James LeBar, who was
the official exorcist of the
Archdiocese of New' York under
the
late
Cardinal
John
O'Connor, had faced a similar
level of demand. traveling the
country' in response to the many
requests•for his expertise.
The rite is performed only'
rarely. Neal Lozano. a Catholic
writer and author of the book
"Unbound: A Practical Guide to
Deliverance** about combatting
evil spirits. said he knows an
exorcist in the church who
receives about 4(X1 inquiries a
year. but determines that out of
that number, two or three of the
eases require an exorcism.

YOKOHAN1A. Japan (API
-- President Barack Obarna
appealed to Asian leaders
Safurday for greater access to
fast-growing markets, proclaiming "the United States is here to
stay" and saying its prosperity is
tied inextricably to the success
of its Pacific trading partners.
"America is Icading again in
Asia." Obama told a gathering
of chief executives at the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation
forum, stressing anew his goal
of doubling U.S. exports over
the next five years. "For
America. this is a jobs strategy,"
the president said. "In this
region. the United States sees a
huge opportunity' to increase our
exports in some of the fastestgrowing markets in the world."
At the same time. Obama
said (hat healthy competition
need not cause ruptures in relationships between and among
nations.
"There's no need to view
trade, commerce or economic
growth as zero sum games,
where one country always has to
prosper at the expense of another." the president said. "The
story of Asia over the last few
decades is the story of change so
rapid and transforrnative that it
may he without precedent in
human history." Obama added.
While recognizing the spectacular economic growth in

Asia, Obama said, "We want to
get back to doing what America
has always been known for: discovering, creating. and building
the products that are sold all
over the world."
His speech came on his first
full day in Japan, following a
divisive G-20 summit in Seoul
where he failed to win the backing of other international leaders
for a get-tough policy toward
China over on its currency
stance and also missed his goal
of reaching agreement with
longtime ally South'Korea on a
new free-trade pact.
But Obama told his audience
he was pleased that the U.S. lead
was followed in Seoul on the
agreement by his summit partners on the development of a
system of greater monitoring to
help countries avoid the conditions and practices that caused
the near-economic meltdown
two years ago. A defensive
Obama had taken exception
Friday to questions about
whether his personal leadership
or U.S. influence on the world
stage -or both - had deteriorated. And he heard heavy criticism from some G-20 summit
quarters over a decision by the
Federal Reserve Board to buy up
$6(X) billion worth of Treasury
bonds. in a step that some
likened to the sort of currency
manipulation.

MES AYNAK. Afghanistan
(AP)- It was another day on
the rocky hillside, as archaeologists and laborers dug out statues of Buddha and excavated a
sprawling
2,600-year-old
Buddhist monastery. A Chinese
woman in slacks. carrying an
umbrella - against the Afghan
sun. politely inquired about their
progress.
She had more than a passing
interest. The woman represents
a Chinese company eager to
develop the world's secondbiggest unexploited copper
mine. lying beneath the ruins.
-The mine is the centerpiece
of China's drive to invest in
Afghanistan, a country trying to
get its economy off the ground
while still mired in war.
Beijing's $3.5 billion stake in
the mine - the largest foreign
investment in Afghanistan by far
- gets its foot in the door for
future
deals
to
exploit
Afghanistan's largely untapped
mineral wealth, including iron.
gold, and cobalt. The Afghan
government stands to reap a
potential $1.2 billion a year in
revenues from the mine, as well
as the creation of much-needed
jobs.
But Mes Aynak is caught
between Afghanistan's hopes for
the future and its history.
Archaeologists are rushing to
salvage what they can from a
major 7th Century B.C. religious site along the famed Silk
Road connecting Asia and the
Middle East. The ruins. including the monastery and domed
shrines known as "stupas." will

Operatic

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

likely be largely destroyed once
work at the mine begins.
Hanging over the situation is
the memory of the Buddhas of
Bamiyan - statues towering up
to 180 feet high in central
Afghanistan that were dynamited to the ground in 2001 by the
country's
then-rulers,
the
Taliban. who considered them
symbols of paganism.
No one wants to be blamed
for similarly razing history at
Mes Aynak, in the eastern
province of Logar. The Chinese
govemment-backed
China
Metallurgical Group Corp.. or
MCC, wanted to start building
the mine by the end of 20I I. But
under an informal understanding
with the Kabul government, it
has has given archaeologists
three years for a salvage excavation. Archaeologists working on
the site since May say that won't
be enough time for full preservation.
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Operation Christmas Child to
collect this week

e-mail: communitynewsVmurrayledger.com

Turkey Trot to be held
Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders will sponsor a
Turkey Trot 5K run/walk on
Saturday, Nov. 20. at CCHS.
Registration is at 8:30 a.m. and
the race begins at 9 a m.

This week is the National Collection Week
for Operation Christmas C'hild, an organization that collects shoehoxes niied with gifts
and sends them to children in countries suffering from national disaster, ss.ar, terrorism,
disease. famine and poverty. Participating
individuals, families and groups may bring
their gift-rdled shoeboxes to the local collection site. First Presbyterian Church. 1601
Main St., Murray. Monday-, Nov. 15 through
Datebook Monday, Nov'. 22. from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Last
Sanci Teague. year. Murray. residents contributed 788 shoeCommunity
boxes. This year, organizers hope to collect
editor
8.50. For more information or list of donation
ideas, call the church at 753-6460 or visit
ww.samaritanspurse.org.

Need Line to accept
Christmas Food Box

Music Department will meet

The Music Department ol the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Nov 16. at 7 p.m. for a surprise guest. Hostesses are
Martha Joiner. Cynthia Barnes, Joanne Cavitt. Pat Conner, Lilia
Murray and Linda Stalls.

Sharon Wells group to meet

Sharon Wells group of the WMS of First Baptist Church will
nieet Tuesday'. Nov. 16. at 10 a.m. in the chapel area of the church
with Katie De Cillo. BCM President. as speaker.

Photo provided

FUNDRAISING: The annual Niurray Band Booster Fruit Sale
is currently under way. Pictured are MHS Band Booster
President, Ann NeeIon, and band parent, Kerry Lambert, with
The Perfect Holiday Fruit and Candy Box. one of the many
items available during the fundraiser. To order oranges,
grapefruit, apples. pineapples or gift boxes, see any Niurray
High Band student or call Judy Crofton at 759-2437 or Debby
Ferguson at 767-9129. Orders will be accepted through Nov.
30. Proceeds support band programs at Murray Middle
School and Murray High School.

Masonic Lodge #105 will meet
The Murray Masonic Lodge #105 will meet Monday. Nov. 15. at
7:30 p.m. A dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m.

Open horse education meeting to be held

A free educational meeting -Nutrition and Your Horse" will be
held Tuesday. Nov. 16. at 7 p.m. at Clarks Feed and Supply in
Mayfield. Dr. John Lew. Ph.D., will speak. Refreshments, door
prizes and two tons of feed will he given away'. For more information. cal!(270) 247-7226.

Special to the Ledger
Need Line will be accepting
applications for Christmas Rxid
Boxes. starting Nov. 29 until
Dec. 3. from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Monday-Friday. at 638 S. 4th
Street, Murray.
Applicants must live in
Murray and Calloway County
and bring proof of income for
all members of the household.
and proof of residency.
Fi.xx.1 items are still needed for
the Christmas Food baskets.
Items include cake frosting.
chicken broth. candy canes.
pineapple and rolls or roll
mixes. Any organization or
churcn willing to donate items
should
call
753-6333.
Donations need he at Need Line

Veterans assistance available

;t

le

Ron McClure will he in Mayfield on Tuesday. Nov. 16 and
Wednesday. Nov. 17. at the VA Clinic. 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield
from 9 a.m to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal
benofits. This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. For
information. contact Regional Field Rep. Ron McClure at (270)
147-1455.
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The Murray Calloway Transit Authority Monthly Board will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 16. at 9 a.m. at the MCTA Transit Center.

Purchase a Gift Card
or Refer a Friend

WKWIB will meet Thesday
The West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board will nieet
Tuesday'. Nov. 16. at 10 am at Kentucky Dam Village Convention
Center in Gilhertsville. Agenda will include results of the summer
"Work Now." Program. "Pennyrile Future'' and "Purchase Future"
planning efforts. Lunch will be provided. To attend, contact Cindy
Massie at cindyinassietreky.gov or (270)886-9484.

Now Dec. 20th to he Entered.to Win

MSU Women's Center to hold free event

The Murray State University Women's Center and Sigma Sigma
Sigma will show. "The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo" on Tuesday,
Nos.. 16. at 7 p.m. at Mason Hall Admission is free and open to the
public.

Quilt Lovers to meet
The Quilt Lovers of Murray will rneet Tuesday. Nov. 16. at 6
p.m. at the Calloway County Library.. The program, "Quilters
Alphabet Applique." will be presented by Marlene Newell. There
will he no Decemher meeting.

Hospital retirees to meet Tuesday
The Hospital retirees will meet this Tuesday. Nov. 16. at The
Apple from 11 a.m. to noon.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Mun-ay Chapter #616 of TOPS (rake Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For information. call Sheila at 227-1723.

Angel alert issued
The Calloway C'ounty Family Resource Center is in need of two
twin mattresses. according to Tammy McCallon. To donate. call the
Family. Resource Center at 762-7333.

FRYSC will meet
The Murray FRYSC Advisory Council will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 17. at 12:30 p.m. in the west conference room at Murray Board
of Education. All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Register tor $25 per ninner or
lor the no T-shirt option tor $10.
For more information. contact
Amy
Edwards
at
arnyedwardsta calloway.kyscho
°Is tis

Photo prov,ded

RECOGNITION: Danielle
Hall, a senior at Calloway
County High School representing the Ham! Woman's
Club. recently received a 3rdplac3 art certificate at the
State
level
in
the
GFWC/Kentucky Federation
of Worren's Club.

fejt .

Weekly giveaways
leading' up io the

Grand Prize,
ONE TEAR
MEMBERSHIP
www.TheRetreataiMurray.com
1710 C Hwy 121 North • 270.761.REST

no later than Monday. 1.)ec. 13.
Community support of Need
Line Christmas Food Boxes will
insure that families of Murray
and Calloway Comity who otherwise would not be able to
afford a traditional Christmas
dinner will enjoy the blessing of
the season.
Need Line is a United Way
Agency.

Wr.r
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

We started our Christmas
shopping this \A, eek with a jewelry party on Monday. We
enjoyed looking at all of the
beautiful jewelry. I think most
of our purchases were for ourselves and not gifts for
Christmas.
We are busy getting ready for
the -unveiling- of our 2011
Hickory: Woo& calendar. The
residents are anxiously waiting
to get the first look at their pieiure in the calendar. No one
knows what month they will
be featured and no one knows
who will be on the cover until
Saturday' night. November
20th. Willard Scott from The
Today Show aiong with Beth
Bradley from WPSD C'hannel
6 are both quilted in the calendar. Willard Scott requests a
calendar every year and has
talked about it on The Today
Show. This is such a special
event for the residents. It's
exciting. and sad too. since
some of our models have
passed on. Looking at the calendar just reminds me how we
need to cherish every minute
we have here on Earth w ith our
loved ones.
...,Vothing else looks or feels
like home but we come close
S4 itterback Rd. • Murray, ky
Phone, i270I 759-8700 • 1-S8S-231-5014

Ladies ot the

Oaks
The Ladies of The Oaks
Country Club recently. held their
weekly
bridge
play
on
Wednesday. Nov. 10.
The winners were Judy
Hooper. first-place; and Linda
LaRochelle as second-place.
The next bridge play. will bc
held Wednesday, Nov. 17, at
9:30
Any ladies wishing to play
may call hostess. Mary Alicv
Smith at 753-3487.

glatittyw
HEARING AID SALE!
LET THE PROFESSIONALS AT STONE•LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A NEW HEARING AID!
Custom Fitted
Digital In the Ear
Reg si.i9s

'795

Sale ['rice

More than a yearly check-up

4Z-

Your Well-UJoman exam allows us to screen for o vorieLy of health
problems

/
1
41)

Murray Woman's Clinic recommends a Well-Woman
exom every year

las

0

This is also a good time to ask your doctor
about other concerns you may hove about
your heoith

Preventive care for a longer,
better life.

•II.I

Al

()pen Fit
Behind the Ear
Peg $2.S00

Sale Price
By getting a Well-Woman exam, patients ore
more likely to receive early diagnoses of
diseases thot plague women ond their
families

It.

•

When Expectance Counts,
Count on our Ursttmof of Expectance

BATTERIES $2.99/ma

-3

0

-Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

LIMITED TIME OFFER
CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

Urra y

omart s
Clinic

$19595

,
, .
VA) /53 VS011
,
.LUAY TUITC.V.0011KYYS,C111
(OrT

210 South 12th Street • Murray. KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our

Web Site at: www.stonelang.com

6 • 'Monday. NIA umber

15. 2011)

Looking Back
len year% ago
Nerving a hostesses lot ttie
ktober meeting 01 the Ifieta
Department !or Murrat Woman's
Club were Martha Outer. Jan Hough
and Jo Failc%
Published is a motile of Russell Long. president ol the Knights
it Columbus. as he presents a check
in the amount ot si tato to Susan
Burchant RN. ditectoi 01 the
tigers Communit% Clinic The
heck is
an annual loom TonV. ikon's fitth-gladers
alNottlillememar%collected24-;
an. and tood items quality ing them
nit
piiia part% Ihe three count% clenientat% sshools collected a
total iit I ;12 tali,alld
.1 11C111,
to support Need Line
Twenta years ago
A $300.000 grant trom the state
announced by Gov. W'allace Wilkinson Monday will help Graves County officials begin clean-up and
restoration %oil on Slit t ield
(
R"..riei.
x)
-rkt,... according to published
New officers ot the Rose and
Garden Club are Mrs T\ljaeulgrnha
Jones. president: Nils Lttie
s ice
president.
Mrs. Clara
Huntphrey. secretary -treasurer
The Murray State Univ ersity
College of Eine Ad, &
menunicationv Department of Music
will present a performance of Handuenl's 'Alessi:IV at 8 p.m on Tuesday. Dec
111 i-1/%1...11 AUd110(1Thirt years ago
The Murray -Calloway County
Parks
Board
approved
a
S130,363.27 budget tor 19X1 at
its Frida% afternoon meeting.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mi and Mrs. Larry Gene
Wiggins. and a tvoy to Mr. and
Sirs Phillip R Jones.
James Stickler, an assistant professor of art at Niurray State University. has been named president
ot the Kentutkv Art Education
Association
Forty years ago
A regional v.orkshop for driver education teachers will he held

No% 19 at Murray State University
Mr. and Mrs E.E. Davis of
Oak Hill. Ohio. iljNe presented a
pedigreed gelding valued at $.1:500
to Murray State University.
Mrs. A NI
Emily I Wolfson
spoke on "Kentucky. Crafts" at
the meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray. Woman's Club.
Officers are Mrs C.VJ'. Jones.
chairman. NIrs Castle Parker. vice
chairman. Mis Lloyd Jacks, secretary: NII• i)l,11, Nance: treasUrCr
Fifty years ago
Actual construction ot a nev.
hospital will begin next sununer.
according to Hospital Adnunistrator Bernard C. Harvey. Voters in
the city. and county voted in the
5750.0(X) bond issue by. a majority of over three to one. The
money will be matched by the
federal government.
Mrs. Esco Gunter. librarian of
the Murray-Calloway Library. says
over-due books may b.: returned
fine free now at the library. located at 105 Nonh Sixth Street. Murray.
The Murray.. College Beta Club
held a special meeting to induct
new members who are Betty
Crutcher. Judy Culpepper. Danny
Kemp. Jerry. Grogan. Carolyn
Miles. Don Oliver. Judy Overhey,
Sandra Outland. Anna Story. Sandra Smith. Kenneth Sinclair, Jackie Washer and Patsy Bailey.
Sixty. years ago
Dr. H.C. Chiles of Munay was
elected as one of two assistant
moderators yesterday during first
dav's session of I 13th annual session of General Association of
Baptist an Kentucky. at First Baptist Church. Murray.
In high school basketball games
Lynn Grove beat Kirksey and New
Concord heat Hazel. High team
scorers were Kemp for Lynn Grove.
Jones for Kirksey, Adams for NeW
Concord and Alton for Hazel.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Winchester 73" starring
Yul Brynner.

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife lobbies for amendment
to husband's law of equality
DEAR ABBY: I has e been married to "Leon" for 3 1/2 years.
We have a 2-year-old daughter
and are, tor the niost part. happy.
Hov..ever. one issue comes up frequently. and seems to be the basis
of all in our disagreements.
Leon is hung up on things
being "equal."
This
can
range from
whose "turn"
it is to do the
dishes.
change
the
diapers. put
our daughter
to bed -- to
exactly how
many days we
spend
with
each set of
By Abigail
parents. If we
Van Buren
travel to see
nty parents.
must also travel
to see his.
This "equal" obsession drives
me nuts. I'm fully. in support of
"fair," but if I'm busy making
dinner. it seems to me that he
could change the baby's diaper even
if it's my "turn.' As tor visiting
the in-laws. he becanie upset with
me when I wanted to plan a trip
to see my parents without simultaneously planning one to visit
his. He felt shonchanged -- until
we added it up. and it turned out
we've spent five weeks more with
his family. than with mine.
A mamage is a partnership. and I believe in picking up
the slack when Leon is overwhelmed. sick or tired. Why can't
he do the same for me'? -- UNFAIR
LY EQUAL IN PHOENIX
DEAR UNFAIRLY EQUAL:
Because. for whatever reason, your
husband is obsessed with the idea
that he's going to get the short
end of the stick -- if you'll forgive the vernacular. Either that,
or he's obsessive-compulsive and
also counts steps, turns and other
meaningless minutiae. That he

Dear Abby

would expect you to stop preparing dinner to change a diaper is,
to put it
yech' However. he isn't going to change until
he realizes he has a problem 'The
incident involving visiting y our
parents should have been his first
clue
00000

DEAR ABBY: How do I get
nty dad to stop making uncalledfor conunents? I'm 13. and I'm
ready to stop inviting my. fnends
Mel My father always seems to
say the worst possible thing
For example, my friend "Amanda' was over one day. She has
low self-esteem arid body image
problems. She was complaining
to me about how. curly her hair
gets after she sv..ims. I reassured
her that it wasn't that bad, but
then Dad came in and said. "W'hoa!
W'hat's that'? Your hair looks like
something out of the 1980s!"
I replied. 'Dad, could you
please be quiet'!" anti he glared
at me and continued. He often
asks tny friends if they're married yet. as a joke. and can't take
a hint viten he's the only one laughing. Mot: Maui one of my friends
have said they feel uncomfortable
around him or just don't like hint
If I try. to bring it up. Dad
reminds me that back in my. fifthgrade class everyone liked him.
That was three years ago. and I
have grown up and so have my
friends. How do I teach Dad to
take a hint'? -- MORTIFIED IN
FLORIDA
DEAR MORTIFIED: You
don't. Because he won't accept
hearing it from you. it's better he
get the message from another adult
that his attempts at hurnor are in
poor taste and not funny. Talk to
your mother or another adult female
relative and tell her what your
father is doing. If he keeps it up,
you won't have to worry about
not inviting fnends to your house
because they won't want to come
over and be embarrassed.

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 15. the
3I9th day, of 2010. There are 46
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 15. 1777. the Second Continental Congress approved
the Articles of Confederation. a precursor to the Constitution of the
United States.
On this date:
In 1806. explorer Zebulon Pike
‘ighted the mountaintop now
known as Pikes Peak in presentEt A El V Et

IJ
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Doctors can't find cause
of foot numbness
DEAR DR. COTT: About three
years ago. in a slip and tall. I suffered a separation of the quadriceps
from the left kneecap rIlie surgery.
went well, and I have complete
recovery. anti use of my left leg.
About siii months later, I started to
feel
numbness in the
4
,No".
toes of my
loot
right
, 0311le .
This has been
getting worse
and spreading
into the ball
of my foot.
There is no
pain.
My doctor
ordered
a
By
Dr. Peter GOtt scan of the
lower lumbar
area. tie read the scan arid said that
he saw a possible arthritic spur in
contact with the nerves and that it
was the cause of the numbness. He
then sent me to a pain chine, where
two doctors studied my scan and
concluded that I had a compressed
disc that could he contacting the
nerves. These differing diagnoses
have left me puzzled. All three recommended cortisone injections.
went to a chiropractor and an
acupuncturist. with no help. I had
an electronic test of conductivity of
the nerves betvveen the calf and my
toes, but no abnormality. was found.
I went to a university hospital and
saw a foot and ankle SPCliiii1S1. who
vould find no reason for thr condition. My family. doctor sent me to
an anesthesiologist who examined
my' scan, but he saw nothing that
would he helped by cortisone. He
said that he would give me a shot if
I wanted 11, but it would do no
good. I thanked him very much for
his candor.
Can you help me? Thank you.

t.,,,

*

Dr. Gott

DEAR READER: N'ou appear to
has,: ciwered many of the bases
thus lar in your search for an
answer I do. however, have few
more suggestions, but first, I have
some questions
Vvtai type of scan did you have?
An NIRP CT scan'? X-rays? I canl
determine if you should undergo
niore sophisticated testing without
knowing what you've already had
done For example. if you had only
an X-ray. a CT may help clarify.. the
results An MRI is another step up
from the CT scan. Because there is
some controversy about the results.
this may he a good starting point.
Next, do you have any. other medical conditions such as diabetes or
high blood pressure.'These conditions (and many others) can lead to
complications. especially in those
yam are not receiving treatment or
are poorly managed. If you're not
sure whether you have any of them:
conditions, now is the tune to have
blood work and a physical exam to
rule out or confirm a possible
underlying condition.
Because you have already- seen
ntost of the specialists I would recommend. request a referral 10 a
neurologist. Testing can determine
whether the TheiVeS of your foot are
involved and v.tether you have
neuropathy.
There are ,e eral treatment
options available. depending on the
cause These may include chiropractic manipulation. nabbing mentholated chest rub on the affected
areas. conisone shots. nonsteroidal
anti-intlanimatory
drugs
INSAIDs). prescription pain relievers, physical therapi, Anodyne
therapy and surgery. If an underlying disorder. such as diabetes. is the
cause. treating the disorder may
rCile1,e (11.1r (111111611(..11

of the killings and hanged.)
In 1966, the flight of Gemini
12 ended successfully as astronauts James A. Lovell and Edwin
"Buzz'. Aldnn Jr. splashed down
safely in the Atlantic.
in 1969. a quarter of a million protesters staged a peaceful
demonstration in
Washington
against the Vietnam War.
In 1979, the British govcrn
ment publicly. identified Sir Anthony Blunt as the "fourth man" of
a Soviet spy ring.
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The Joys
of Work

SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
ifelot.se
PO. Bar 795000
Dear ReadSan Antonia. TX 78279-50(X)
ers:
Fat
: 1-2/0-HELOISE
Here is a
E-mail.- HeloiseaOHeloise.com
LETTER OF
FAST FACTS
THOUGHT
Dear Readers: Here are some
irom
the alternate uses for cube-shaped tisHeloise Files sue boxes:
that
was
• Storage for a child's small
printed many toys.
years ago. I hope you find it
• Keep one in the car for smali
heartwarming:
trash, CDs, etc.
"Dear Heloise: Gather your chil• Use to organize pens. pendren around you and teach them cils, staples and other small office
now to enjoy, work. My three chil- supplies.
dren and I can clean the house
• Put in the kitchen for small
lour times as last as I can by myself. kitchen gadgets.
and they. are all elementary-school
• Put in the laundry arca to
age.
hold used dryer sheets.
"I see no better way of savHeloise
ing both time and energy and, at
SHOE-RACK USE
the same time, helping children
Dear Heloise: Another use for
learn how. to happily accept respon- those dear. over-the-door shoe
sibility than to teach them when organizers. besides for shoes'? We
they are young.
use ours for hats. mittens. scarves,
"The world will he a much etc. They stay there all year because
happier place for them as adults. they. take up very little %pace. plus
And one added plus: know they they're always with thc coats! -will save time and energy as par- Amy in Nlichigan
ents themselves by teaching their
SHARP SCISSORS
children to do the same. What
Dear Heloise: Today I tried
better legacy could I give them something with aluminuin foil that
to pass on? -- Janice"
worked expertly. To sharpen any
Still good advice today! -- scissors. I just cut four to five
Heloise
layers of aluminum foil with them
several times. My cuticle and nail

by
Heloise

scissor% now work like new ! -Ursula in Lincoln. Calif
CAN'T STOP THIS MOP
Dear Heloise: I love my floor
duster mop for sweeping my
kitchen floor. IA'hen I use it, I
always use both %ides of the cleaning pad. I simply. turn the cloth
over and reattach it to the base
That way, I get double duty from
each cloth. -- Peggy.. in McKinney, Texas
Peggy. do you know what also
works in a pinch? Paper toweling, or an old dish- or washcloth.
Heloise
BRINGING IN PI.ANTS
Dear Heloise: V•'hen I bring
in potted plains for the winter. I
have a mess from dead leaves.
spilled water from too-small catch
pans. etc. This year, before bringing Slink' Of 111Y bigger plants in,
I put them in the small (cheap).
round laundry. baskets hum a dollar store This has solved the problems ot finding saucers to catch
the excess water and having a
place for the leaves to fall. -Kim Vawter in Bellevue. Neb.
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: What I would
like tit see is more manufacturers
giving us slacks for shorter people. with an inseam of 23 inches. Some slacks are S.40. and then
you have to pay 58 to have them
altered. -- V N in (lhi()

ACROSS
1
6
10
11
13
14
15
16
18
19
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
45

CEP

PATS WITH ME MEDICAL
WEBSiTE? ARE YOU OK*7

YEAH .

I NAVE TO TAKE MY
CAR '0 THE MECKANIC,
50 1M CALI.*
IN 51C1( TC
WORK

GAIRFIEI_EIC)
I'M NOT MYSELF UNTIL
MY FIRST CUP OF COFFEE

3

0

Broadway rosters
Clock part
Fancy tie
Full of energy
Mao division
Rubber source
Blunder
Used to be
George Gershwin's brother
Twisted treat
Mouse's cousin
Take a breather
Rockies resort
Milk buys
Snortly
4rrest
Physics, for one
Make a choice
Great weight
Sphere
"Superman" star
Stories
Bert's pal
Steer clear of
Constellation part
Talked at length

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

PEANUTS.0
7
0
AND IT SAYS MOSE5 WAS
ON THE MOUNTAIN FORTY
C,AkY5 AND FORTY NI6NTS
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Advertisers are regueste
the first insertion of their t
error Murray Ledger &

responsible for only oni
Insertion Any error shoulc
ed immediately so CORe
be made

020

THAT'S A LOSI6
TIME TO BE
AWAY

I WONDER WHO
HE 60T TO STAY
WITH HIS DO6

cif"
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8
9
12
17
20
21
24
25
26
27
29
31
32

Lawyer's lobs
Houston player
Neck wrap
Young one
Piece of cookware
Untrue
Pie — mode
Voter, usually
Highest peak
Glorifies
Museum fill
Market direction
Native group
On the beach
TV serials
Omen
Monet or Manet
Sgt or Cpl
Ranch critter
Pitcher Ryan

33
34

Guiding principle
Buddy of "The Beverly

39
41

By way of
Gardner of "Mogambo'

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
MR. TUXE.b0
,

Over 75 .
Colors
Ftesr
L bw.pricn "

!JEW LOCATION
3179
t2
0138
55
3_9
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14,k,

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error,
Muria}, Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only une
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediateiy
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger e. •
Times considers its
sources reliable. but •
inaccuracies do occur.
Relders using this •
information do so at •
their own risk. Although •
persons and companies mentioned herein •
are believed to be rep- •
utable, The Murray •
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees a
accept any responsibii •
ity whatsoever for the,r
activities.
•
050
Lost and Found

JUST give us a cali,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call 753-1916
Help Wantee

Custorner
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOcnuckiones net
sit
V
www chuckiones net
foi
complete
Job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen
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CA
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on

Crosswords
CO

ADJUSTME

Hints From Halals.
day Colorado.
In 1935, the Commonwealth
of the Philippines was established
as its new president. Manuel L.
Quezon. took office.
In 1939. President Franklin D
Roosevelt laid the cornerstone of
the Jefferson Memorial in Washington, D.C.
In 1959. foer members of the
Clutter family of Holcomb, Kan.
were found murdered in their home.
(Ex-convicts Richard Hickock arid
Perry Smith were later convicted
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1)1SCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted. section
on our classitteds
*chimer 41
niurrayledger coin.
you will be redirected
to johnetworA Loin
delault.
MurTay and local rob
listings will aprwitt on
this wehsite
However, • a nation,'
wehstte, nig all listings
on the rohnetwork C1111i
ilfe Plated through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us it you has.: any
questions regarding
the Murray aiV.1
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details for position
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INDEX
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Molise
Personas
Fins,le
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
italp Wanted
Position Wenled
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Business Opportundy
Electron.,
Computers
Appiranre Pads
Want lo Buy
Articles For Sale
Apsitipnoee
Nome Furmsnings
Antique.
Lawn II Garden

let)
195
203
210
170
2.60
270
260
M
300
320
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Ira
360
370
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390
410
425

Fame Equipment
Honey Laical...et
SpOrte Equeprnent
Ftreyrood
Muscat
Wear Nome Late For Sae
Mobile Nodes Far Sa•
Mob*,Hemp For Plaint
Maar Mom Lase Fos Neal
livernins Renlale
Opertmenee for Peel
Roam For Mud
isouree For ROM
Storage Penedo
Commerce.' Properly
Pets Simpler
L,reriocii Swaim
eu011C Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
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430
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Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lore Foe Sate
Lots For Rent
Forms For Sam
ACM•ge
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Used Cam
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Campers
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-191.6 ask
for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA
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0.20
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GET THIS IX'
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

OAR. TUXEDO
Over 75. •
Styles & Colors
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Low.
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piEw LOCATION
3195 t21 S.
753-9038

Due to the holidays our
deadlines have changed.

ADVERTISING SALES

Friday, Nov. 16th deadline
is Nov. 23rd at 10:00

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes tor the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing nor. accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and he self-motivated.
Prior sales expenence is required. Degree in
Ad%ertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred. hut not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.

Full Time Advanced Registered Nurse
Practitioner or Physician Assistant needed for
multi-specialty practice Excellent hours
benefits and compensation package offered
All applicants should have one year's
experience preferred PleaSe send
or bring resume to
1000 South 121h Street
Murray. KY 42071

Entry Level Social
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4 full-time positions ayailabli. tor quaillied
professionals to work with at risk tamales and
their children Pennyrile Allied Community
Services, Inc is accepting resumes for the
position of Family Preservation In-Home
Specialtsr In our Hopkinsville and Mayfield
offices The applicant must have excellent
written and communrcation skills, willing lo
work a flexible unpredictable schedule, and
have the ability to make well informed
decisions independently Training will be
proviaed Annual salary is $25.000 with full
benefits Applicants who hold a Bachelor's
Degree in Social Work, Psychology. Sociology
or related field are invited to sena their
resumes by Friday. November 19. 2010
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

& Tune, Ple.11e 1..111
US st you has

.111

question. leg:Wiling
M1117.1' Jlea
Job

ee FORCE is seeking
computer technician.
r details for position
aSe VISII

keeforce,com
k on careers.

NOW HIRING a lui
time bookkeeper We
offer medical. den.
and
401K
resume
to
newhire01020gmari r

• •
wee sierralleaser lei

PECO
Accepting
resumes.
All sales carer-4
& other, pcmitsor ,
Send to
P0 Box.383
'Murray KY
42071

AVitid 1 n 11.1

I

You

DINNING R0011.
with 4 Chairs &
Hutch, $75
Frigidaire refrageran,
$200
270-759-4440

L

MDM COMPUTERS
ServicerSales
Repairs,Upgrades
759.3556

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refngerator. electric & gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109
SMALL used 100°2000 watt portable
generator
Prefer
Honda 270 293-6273

Koren For Rent

3 BR $295 00
2BR $295 00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004

Aperbeents For Rent 1
I OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109,
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR. unfurnishea. near
campus. no pets, nonsmoking unit. $260 per
month 753-5980.
2BR, C/H/A. all appii
ances, large master
bedroom, deck. & lawn
maintenance Colernae
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, CI-IrA, all appli
ances. Coleman RE
753-9898
ter Full Mo Rent Free

3

Callossa Garden
Es.sex Dov4 It.
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dm C

Baby

Beds
Exersaucer, Portable
Swing. Stroller & Car
Seat Set, Changing
Table, Nice Toys (large
& small), some Clothes
& Shoes. To See Call
270-293-0332 If no
answer leave a message.
_.
6,5 Carcano Rifle
270-873-9695
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Head of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gifts
for kids
Buy and
appraise coins
270-753-4161
FOCH top soil, red gravel for sale 210-3781,
559-2032

dre

k in

Parr Ii

ntent plan
Itti,

trisgttneible

tor the oleiltichble that
.11,11:!il tin Part A, SI:1S iin
nii. Etir mot.. int,
non

FREE HELP'MOAN FILINt: FOR MY

753-92.24

caum)

I

RON SAWN
(Local Agent) ,

•

SIMI 1993
THANKS FOR IOUR BUSINESS

Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

Murray Massage
6y Tatty.l
. teyes

A.4iley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson
753-1016
arid place your ad today!
' 2x2.:$12..00 a week
2x I S6.00 a week 13 week contract
Runs pri Monday

':Licenscri MassaLle. Tlyerapi.<t
**
(N.O. 141111 • _•45-ilk)

;0/ 'N,./2/// .St.•:4/rii rat/ A
•"
'Hurt,/

VILKSIN
NO6
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apt,,
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apt,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opponunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments M-W-TH
8-2 30 1734 Campbell
St 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-80°648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 moles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
wah great view MD.
refrigerator,
stove
Very guiel All
including electric

plus deposit
270-492-8211
Sb00'mo

3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C,KA
Various
Locations
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
'668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
1270i 751 6266
Cell 1270) 293-418,r
9 m 4
M-E

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&I. RENTALS
NIINI-StOR
720S.4IHSI.
rims .4 121 S & (Armtek
IOXIO $25

10,415 $40
1270) 436-2524
I 2710 293-6906

PREMIER
wiNISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
'53 9600

• Murray, 101 420-1

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.

RESIDENTIAL & COW!Rs I ‘I

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

ON BEAN
-hilioRAG,, 1E 1

Y, MINI

,

14

All Size Units • Climate Cont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whltnell Ave.

753-3853

Ha v t f
S vi
Subscribe tt, th,
I

IALDGERSZT1/11
Home IEHIvery
3 ma.
$30.00
I 6 Ina
$55.110
I 1 yr
.S185.1111

Arca'

I
N.1'; INI

3 III1i
11111
I '1

NO0,011 1

r.

I Commerical Prop For Pent
F Rent

I & 4BR Houses
Lease
Deposi
&
270-753-K55e
Required.
1-600-545-1633
Eel. 263 j:
4_,
) 270-753-4109
1 t;tiel r,plx.torlity
2BR.
IBA.
2-car
garage. large yard. parDUPLEX Lynn Grove
fenced
tially
SW pies
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
security 978-7441
t 5 bath, garage. ail
appliances 1 small 2BR. IBA 5mon North
indoor pet a:lowed
01 Murray. no pets.
$675 mo.
759-4826
270-227-1743
2BR, IBA C11-1.41, all
GAR
LAND -Rentals
appliances furnished
presently has hvo bedLease deposit and
roorr apartments availreferences required
able
Call for your
No pets
$61,0 mo
appointment
today
1405 Vine St
270-753-2905
270 519 2699
I BR tri 28R Apr.

201 S. 3rd

CAMP SEM('CLEANING
OF.MIIR
, RAY,

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $5.50/mo
You won t find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(2701492-8211

279-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

LIENTS

PLEASE LEAN'S MI sS v.!
NICK MCCLURE OWNER

ahlt. \1,11. Alit

\

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

.

gib

prIt t.

Medicare does not 'vas

SEEKING Electrician
Helper/Apprentice
experience with Rigid
Conduit and Coated
PVC
Conduit_
Experience
with
Threading, Cutting. &
using Dyes
502-526-0986.
502-381-8734

Help Wanted

Custorner
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOcnuckiones net
it
s
V
r
www.chuckiones net
for
complete
Job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

It

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Cornputiora

1st. 2nd, and 3rd shifts

Does 1(111r AIIII‘N Pai, IOW
the Deductible•

urday, Nov. 27th deadline
is Nov. 13rd at 12:00

•

Britthaven of Benton is current1v accepting
applications for State Registered Nursing
Assistants We offer competitive wages
.ind an excellent benefit package
Apply In person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 E0EiAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOE/AAE

\\,\I\r

-

INSURANCE
;AM V. MCGary

Paid holidays and %acation, health and dental
plans. salary. plus commission. are all part of
NOTICE
:III excellent benefit package
Advertisers are
DRYER.
Case Ira(
requested to check
tor(801 I3) real este!
the first insertion of
Advertising Sales Position
lots
Will considi
TUMBLEWEED
their ad for any error.
trades 753-4109.
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
RESTAURAN
T'
Munay Ledger &
227-1546
Times will be responP.O. Box 1040-Z
Management Needed,
Slabs & Sawdust
Energetic
sible for only orie
Individual
Murray, KY 42071
270-293-9063
with past restaurant
incorrect Insertion.
management expenAny error should be
An T;qual Opportunit I. inployer
ence
reported Immediately
Competitive
11111tpliances
Compensation [
so corrections can
irs••
•••••
•••••
Package.
Send
•••r
be made.
Resume to
THE Murray Ledger & " Paris Landing State
Park Inn
LARGE
Mark Weakley:
Times considers its •
400 Lodge Road
mweakieyersu;iii,
SELECTIONsources reliable. but •
• toodsinc
Buchanan TN 38222
USED APPLIANCES
inaccuracies do occur. ▪
•
Readers using this •
' WARD-ELKINS.- "
information do so at • We are accepting applications •
505 f South )1ill St
• 090
their own risk. Although •
ON-LINE for
Domeadic a Childcare
(2701753-1713
persons and compa- •
Food Service Assistant Mgr. 2
1
nies mentioned herein •
200
are believed to be rep- • Applicants must possess a minimum al Christian Childcare
aeons Equipment
i
In Center now enrolling
utable, The Murray • of 5 years
full-time volume food ser
ages
1-5
years
Ledger & Times. nor
▪
any of its employees • vice work including at least 2 years 111 Located at 810 Whrtnell
by Neon Beach Full
accept ariy responsibil- • of supervisory experience Expen
ity whatsoever for their ▪
ence in banquets catering, and
• erne rale is $110/wk
Pool lable Guy
Part-time
activities
rate
ts
•
Restaurant Mgmt a must
20 Years Experience
$23/day
with
•
a
2
day
Poor
•
Tables BeJgre Sec
S2198-$3516/month
• minimum
Serviced and Moved
•
050
270-767-11T
7
medical
•
731-819
insurance
4-655
paid annual
•
Lost and Found
•
•
days & holidays
Honest Single Mom
•
2TO
• needs work Will sit
Apply ON-LINE only
•
Mobile HORNS For Ss*
with
elderly.
JUST give us a can,
run
November 10-23 2010 at
•
we'll be glad to help.
errands. dialysis
•
•
http://tn.govidohr/
YOUr loved one we'll
270-873-2051 or
•
"OWNER Financeemploymen
ticareer.html
227-7537
try to find,
3BR,
2BA
'Cause we all have
"•' T•he State of Tennessee is air
$4,950/down $695/mo
RETIRED MILITARY
Furry or Feathered
193 Seth Ln, Murray.
SPOUSE
SEEKING
Friends Here at the a ogoor opportonny equal ac.tes!
affirmattve action.emptcwei
•
615-397-3171
HOUSES TO CLEAN
Ledger & Times.
•
•
270-227-4502
2BR & Lot, $11,900.
• IS a•msomeami•will
270-753-6012
Call 753-1916

CA
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following posi
lions for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on

BUSINESS di SERVICE DIRECTORY

Rest of
RETAIL Store
I laze!
5000
SF
$1000.00/morrth
270-492-8211

fillit'S %Lid

I

ript

3 me
6 ma
yr
I Check

$78 40
S911.00
SI20.00

mo.

S'5.11111

h mu.

NM, 1111

I yr.

SI 45.011
1

Money Order

ML
1

Name

1

PRICE
REDUCED
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer Puppies.
$150 270 435-4420
AKC
Registered
Rotlweiler
Puppies,
German Bloodline. 5
males,
1
female
Parents on site $500.
270 293 5586
DOG Obecheni

I St Addrt,:.
I l'it‘
I Stat4.
DaNtirn.• l'h
N1.0 till,.1,11114,11

1
F1

tttt tit t

Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 121171
t11..111 (2701 75:1-1916

S • ‘Iiindai. \member 15, 2010

C1.1SSIFIEDS

Murray I.edger & Times
Murray Ledger & Times
-

SUDOKU
1997 Lincoln Mark VIII LSC Coupe.

Concepts SudoKu

leather loaded, sunroof. CD, heated seats.
wheels. fast sharp. black. 81,000 miles.

5
5 9 3
4
6t 8
5
3 7i 2 4
1
1
2
4
Q 5 7 3
. 2_
5
4
28 7
7
9

LOCAL CARS!
$5,995 each OBO

404-313-1051

Call Ashley or Carrie
at 270.753.1916
and OL11/1
nedrooms Conventer •
pariong Stefable fort, roc,.
comfortable home Separate 1000 sp h
matchtng garage that could be ea.siy
converted oto guest house Owner
imancing avertable Contact only owne. at
753-3018 $135,000 before 1-1-2011

IS

380
Nes Suppers

430

MUM. I edge•
Thee, fatt
tiourttrt trtct NICRIC-t
,,t rt,t

r.
•

tt rxtrttm

_.1
309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA.
new
decor.
$79,900. 474-2520.

New 24
Bedroom homes in.
Riverfield Estates.
BG Real Propert
Professionals
293-7872
REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR, 2BA 2car garage "240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot. No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781. 559-2032

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe. and
work
track
hoe
Installation and rei
Jo septic syste
Now offering SP:
tank pumping fyld,
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8, PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TO view all homes for
sale go lc
www canipbeitreatty corn

LEARN TO FLY

2-1
1996 Mustang, auto.
matte. V-6-3.8. runs
great. $2,900
270-978-2768

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
4Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FRIEE.

,r it.

753-1 16 227-061
!Mr

YOUR AD •
COULD BE
-HERE FOR
'DRILY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

1

121ols For Rent

1Hill Electric]

Private country mobile
home lot. 3mi. North o
Murray.
$200/mo.
Lea se
&
deposit
required. Cali
759-1204 after 7.00pm.

Since 1986
24 nous stems
Res.. Cum., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

110 Breekeway Dr
Almo 3BR, 2BA,
Subdivision
www forsalebyowner co
;n
for
more
dp
erta
pcielsd.
$ 132,500
below appraisal
270-293-4553

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839

• weekly & special pickups
• local]) owncd/operatcd

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Fia-milton Granite
Sc !Marble •
3301 St. Rt 12141:

753-8087 .,
•

Nendyntan Work
Oqizt Jobs. Rejfiags.
• Home, Auto '
Carpentry:bah,
Elecitrica
• Yards, &
Mbch More.
No J. t. T Small
'
Jacob
•
270-978-0278

- REAIL'ESTATE AUCTION .
Saturday, November 20th 2010 @ 1:00 PM

598 CHRISTINE DRIVE, MURFIAY, KY 42071
',,,,' MI/fr.ly

' ,-

-

. Sons PostecP

A NICE 2 OR 3BEDROOM,2 BATH HOME LOCATED
CLOSE TO KENTUCKY LAKE IN ANDERSON SHORES!
, i,-,.
.
GREAT LOCATION
,
.,1 $._..

„

.

, CLOSE TO KENTUCKY
'-':: LAKE! FISHERMAN'S
PARADISE'
EXCELLENT GEfAWAY
HOME! JUST
MINUTES FROM
'''" PUBLIC BOAT RAMP'

•'w •-alee0.-341v..:.....,
.

..

-

.•

REAL ESTATE: ; - 1 7S2 S0 Pt. 2 Gr 1i Bertmnr 1 ...,itii ' r :-, .
-i
I-eaturrng Lleflg i-loorn Eatin Kitchen WrCefilrelt Ttle 1.0tirtfr`t rf.:, r_r-., •.t; -1,.!
% Arl AhtindarICe Of Gabriel Space, Utility Room laminate Fi(g411 .ti r ,..,-, , ....,...,. A ,
..,. Wrp-xl !fuming Fint•piare Extenor Features !triode Fenci 1,,, ,
t t-rtn r., ,. t. :„.,... , ,
,.:"1 A', TrIrr:Th-ri 7,, A IV) rt9.0 .',12 x7? i.1 13 i ut wirAat.;•.- TiFs-,
ABSOLUTE AUCTION W/MINIAIYM STARTINC IUD OF S35.000.0o,
FIFA! FSTATE SELLS AT 1•00 PM',AUCTION NEW ON Slip
11111131.211allallitiLaa.
111
.1.,,IIIt1aLEMIL11111111
-Wee

.

.
.
.
. .
IEFIES .17
• ‘
1,
.liarri
m•igast-tm
ions.tom,

.HA
R
ESTATE'& A tillliN
A.
, 1,

'REAL

.

ME WIWI,aa01111*/*ACTIONEER.1,
t'• :,•••••.: UMW 111111,4*EataUtTIONFElt•'
' - ,• 1' - .3855 g
'

.rom., IN it

ej,45 Noigi4iod,Kyoya
fli ISS5 Nikon At elt8WW8,04220

1=tpiraltAttrauCta
NiCir= 1
- ,- .
•.. ...- ,,,:.).1 I ..,•,•-

r iii,

•Cornmer,
Ftesigentia
•Asphaft. Insialtat.

X Maintenance
J yrs. experien

(270)759-0501

ROOFING Licensed
and
fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

Remodeiing, Drywall,
Hanging,
Finishing,
Patching, all phases of
Painting
Free
Estimates. Call
270-293-8656 or
270-227-9193
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

'Stockwell listeners
eau PI oof, Tax nebate,
Energy Star

(270)227-6238
Last Roof You
Ever Need!

9
5
2
4
1
7
6
8

6
2
8
7
9
3
5
4

,..,6

-
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your buttons.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Count on coming out of
a recent funk by late afternoon
Attempt to keep important decisions on the back burner until
then. Unexpected developments
could force you to take another
look at your business situation
Tonight Suddenly. a force to be
dealt with.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Use the morning for
meetings or making a cherished
goal happen You find those
around you to be unusually generous. A kind remark comes
back in multiples. Slow down
midafternoon. Do work or activities that are not people-dependent. Tonight: Take a much-needed timeout

L

530
Serneas Oared

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Flex wtth your mood
and energy. Success greets
those who are skilled at reading
people and also detaching sufficiently in ordei to see the path
through a complex issue Late
afternoon, your mind wanders.
Hop on the Net. Tonight: Go for
something imaginative.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could be taker. aback
by another person's resourcefulness. There always seem to be
solutions when you listen to this
person. See where his or her
thinking varies from yours. You
lust might want to take a lesson.
Tonight: Vlsit with a close friend
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**it You have a lot to do and
accomplish. Count on the fact
that you will be able to do exactly what you want. Later on,
squeeze in some time to network
or just take off You suddenly feel
buoyant Go off and enjoy yourself Tonight. Just not alone.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
**** Your creativity is a gift it

3
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4
7
9
5
1
3
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6
5
3
4
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7
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5
3
1
9
8
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COLLEGE FOO
KENTUCK1
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530
Serytes Offered

Appliance
Repair'

Check us
out on the
Web!

ALL BRANOS

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713

Lit 1'),( 1:11-3E

by
news or the amount of calls. On
some level. you might be hesitant to be unavailable, but staying focused and on topic is more
important. Catch up on calls later
today. Tonight: Don't take cut
your irritation on the r...at, the dog

1

or ycur roommate!

AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Curb spending. if possible.
At times you have gone way
overboard A change might be
needed. Surprises could happen
when you least expect them_
Schedule a meeting for late
afternoon. Clear out messages
then, too Tonight: Join a oal for
dinner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might be more direct
and open than you realize.
Others respond to you in odd
ways. which could make you a
touch reactive. Maintain a sense
of humor. and you will have a lot
to smile about. Tonight: Time for
a treat.
BORN TODAY
Baseball pitcher- Dwight Gooden
(1964), actress Lisa Bonet
(1967), voice actor Daws Butler
(1916)
***

entucky running
ocke looks for room t,
he second half of Satu
gainst Vanderbilt in LE

Secondrally li

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2011) by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

4,,....„....

... +

COBB ACCUMt

tedENDE

279 ToTAL IA]

- CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS c
• Never doubt that a
1 small
group
of
ll thoughtful, commit1 ted citizens can
, change the world.
F Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.
- Margaret Mead

'
I
1
I

FaEl.1r_rvarzsEr-1 • 1-1Er.....C3INJNE.r.2.-T

Abonsit

& Silent Auction

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Good news certainly
perks up your mood. In a positive frame of mind, you can
make nearly anything happen.
Plan key meetings and other
important matters Tor late afternoon. What starts out as a stern
conversation becomes a lot easier. Tonight. Time to wish upon a
star.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** If you feel that you
aren't
getting
acceptable
answers. seek out an expert or
get more information on your
own. Avoid making an uninformed decision at all costs.
Responsibilities tumble on you in
the late p.m. Tonight: Count on a
late night.

4
7
8
5
3
6
2
9
1

lacumeiine Mar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for also can add to the quality of a
Tuesday, Nov. 16, 2010:
relationship. A child adores your
This year. you deal with many flights of fancy, and a loved one
changeable people and circum- delights in your fun ideas. Focus
qances. Tap into an innate cre- some of this energy into the
ativity, and you will gain. Your workplace or your daily life
abilities to energize others and Tonight: Let your hair down.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 211
funnel solutions also emerge. ****
Fiemain grounded, and
Spring could bring good news you'll come up with
solutions that
professionally. Curb a sweet work. In the afternoon, you distooth, if possible. If you are sin- cover the power of a brainstormgle, you could meet someone
ing session. Be careful how
nearly' any tin-ie this year who much money you commit in a
could he quite important to your discussion You easily could
life's history. If you are attached, change your mind later. Tonight:
you act like new lovers. Many Let your hair down.
couples could see new additions CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Screen your calls if
to their family. ARIES can push
you're feeling overwhelmed

4-Positive:
3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult

270-293-5624

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORO-ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
funk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Sennce Insured
753-TREE (8733)
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates.
starting at $15
270-753-2405

MITCHELL
BROS.
" PAVING

r31

ien: Level *

:Johnny O'Bryan

The Stars Show the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

,,crIrrhhh,or
• a...,ert,
,
ng

.L&M
LAWN SERVI-CE
Mowing, Manicuring;
Landscaping S
Leaf ilat
Satisfaction guarantee

CHASE
Care
8814

O'BRYAN TREE
8. DEBRIS
• L.ocaIty owned
anti eiperaTed
•-Free Estiinates
; •Lre
.270:703-1021
270-703-4005

www.murrayledger
Answer to previous puzzle

Horoscope

PICK UP

h•

Stump 144MOval

227-2617.

10,

.1.

rfONIE TOWN
TRE
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Laminate
Floors.
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SIMMS Offered

460
Homes For Sete

AKC Shih Tzu Puppies,
Vet Checked, ls
shots. Female $250.
Male $200. Call
270-978-0020 or 27°832-5538 evenings
Labrador Retnevers
Chocolate & Black
9 weeks old, $150
270-625-6426
Pnnceton)
M:niature Dachshund
Puppies Black & Tan.
2 females $250 each, 1
male $150 Hazel. KY
719-688-3947
REGISTEFiED
Miniature Schnauzei
pups Vet checked and
ready to go 2-males.
2-females $350
293-0575
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC, CKC, male $200$300 270-251-0310
evenings
Shirt Tzu pups. males
$200, females $225.
270-748-5575

Dave Green

_

1980 Mercedes Convertible.
silver sham

•

•4.."4 pr mt.
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Mo. number,
.n Me empty iquares
fna,each, r De. each c,olurnr, ana each
3x3 box contams the same number only onc.e The clehCulty
Of tfle COeCeOeS Sudoku ncreases tom Monday to Sunday

Friday, November 19
Calloway County High School Cafeteria
Keynote Speaker: Stan Key
University ofKentucky Alumni Association Director
University ofKentucky and CCHS Alumnus
(UK: 1968-1972 CCHS 1964-1968)

Meet and Greet-6:00-6:30 pm
Dinner and Program -6:30 pm
$20 Per Person - Tables of 8 $150
Come out to support the

Lakers and have a great time
withformer teammates and coaches!

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES: Stan Key,
James Wells, Mina lad, Valerie (Shelton) Waller.
Reservations can be made by mail, phone or e-mad
Mail to: CCHS-Teri Futrell
2108 College Farm Road, Murray KY 42071
• Email: teri.futrell0Pcalloway.lcyschools.us
Phone:(270) 293-5523
SPONSORED BY THE CCHS BACKBOARD CLUB
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Thurman takes 5th in final state r-un
MURRAY GIRLS PLACE 14TH, GET PRs
FROM FOUR RUNNERS; CALLOWAY BOYS,
GIRI,S PLACE 22ND

7
5
3
3

Staff Depart
Calloway County senior Ryan
Thurman ended his illustrious high
school career with a fifth-place finish
in the Class AA State Cross Country
Meet Saturday morning at Kentucky
Horse Park in Lexington.
Thurman ran the course in 16 minutes. 51.12 seconds and finished just
two seconds out of fourth place and
nine seconds away from third.
South Warren's Jared Skrabacz won
the race with a time of 16:16.70, a time

iS

that was four seconds faster than
Thurman•s season-best. which he ran
on Oct. 2 at the t mon Invitational.
Thurman's state time was seven
seconds fa.ster than his time on the
same course last •eason. when he
placed second in Class AA.
This year. however. the competition
was stiffer.
"Ultimately. he did extremely
well,- said Calloway coach Keith
Jared. "We told him he had to go out
fast, run a five-minute first mile. and I

he

think he got little nervous just with
how fast he was going and he didn't
hase a very gooti second mile.As a team. Murray's girls took 14th
out of 23 squads in Class A
Four ot the Lady Tigers' eight run. ran personal-record times. includner,
ing eighth-grader Kenzley Sparks.
v..ho finished 21st and ran the course in
20:42.59.
Murray also got PR performances
from Claire Wilson. Zan Speed and
Jessica Vance.
Wilson finished with a time of
23:28.59 and was Murray 's second finisher while Vance came in just four
.seconds behind her at 23:32.65. Speed
was the Lady. Tigers• fourth finisher
with a time of 23:55.03.

"These four are going to he a strong
force going into next year.- said coach
Elaine Kight. "They are fired up about
running and they know what it takes
We'll have all seven of our state team
hack next year. so I know we'll he able
to pick up where we left off and keep
making improvements.
-They will know from the beginning that they need to push themselves
and he focused at every practice —
even in July. when sue seems faraway.
Heatherly Paschall was Murray's
fifth runner. turning in d time ot
25:38.29.
Mun-ay's boys did not qualify tor
See STATE, 10

ED MOM / AP
entucky running back Derrick
ocke looks for roorn to run during
he second half of Saturday's game
gainst Vanderbilt in Lexington.
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Second-half
rally lifts
Wildcats
COBB ACCUMULATES
279 TOTA I, YARDS I N
COMMANDING
PERFORMANCE

COLLEGE FOOTBALL: MURRAY STATE 61, AUSTIN PEAY 35

5-5, feeling fine
••

rs;.

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- Randall
ohb isn't sure whether he'll be back at
entucky next year.
(
.If not. he gave the fans one final thrill in
- a 38-20 win over Vanderbilt.
The junior wide receiver's zigzagging
. 3-yard touchdown run sparked a secondbalf surge as the Wildcats roared past the
Commodores 38-20 on Saturday to become
wl eligible for the fifth straight season.
Cobb finished with 279 total yards —
70 rushing, 56 receiving and 53 on returns
and two touchdowns to set a school
cord for all-purpose yards in a single seam. lie now has 2.047 yards this year,
reaking the mark of 1.982 yards set by
afael Little in 2005.
The Commxiores certainly looked tired
f chasing him.
Vanderbilt(2-8. I -6)couldn't rnake a I 310 halftime lead hold up as the Wildcats
oniped behind the play of their do-everyhing receiver.
Cobb had plenty of help. Derrick Locke
an for 145 yards and two scores in his first
ame in a month and quarterback Mike
artline threw for 232 yards and a touchown in his final home game.
The victory means the 15 seniors who
ere honored before kickoff will have
WNW DILLARD / Ladow Tbars
layed in a bowl game at the end of each Murray State quarterback
Casey Brockman attempts to evade Austin Peay linebacker Josh Owens during the first half of Saturday's game
eason, heady territory for a program that
at Governors Stadium in Clarksville, Tenn. Brockman threw for 497 yards and three touchdowns on the day and ran the ball 10 times for
as struggling when they signed on.
36 yards, including this 18-yard touchdown scamper in the second quarter.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
MtRRAY STATE 78,
ST. CATHARINE 59

Three Racers
each doubledigits in
opening win
From AtSLI Athletics
Murray State opened the season with a
8-59 win over St. Catharine at the CFSB
enter Saturday.
The Racers (1-0) had three players in
uble-digits in scoring. with junior Kayla
hve leading the team with 14 points. The
keville. Ky.. native also added five
bounds and three steals.
Junior Rachael Isom and freshman
Bison Karst each added 11 points.
edshirt freshman Jessica Winfrey was the
tifs rebounding leader with nine.
The Racers controlled the second half
anentum and built their lead out to dou-digits within the first seven minutes of
second half. MSU pushed the lead out
as many' as 22 in the final minutes of the
me before ending with the 78-59 win.
After shooting 16.7 percent from
yond the arc in the opening '20 minutes.
SU shot 36.4 percent in the second half.

BROCKMAN POSTS ANOTHER
CAREER DAY IN WILD WIN
I* TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn
Fivehundred never felt so good.
Murray State lit up the scoreboard
early and often at Governors Stadium
on a bizarre Saturday afternoon in
which tempers flared during a 61-35
victory over Austin Peay. ensuring
themselves a chance to play for thc piogram's first winning record since 2(104
on Senior Day next week.
Murray State (5-5. 4-3 OVC)got big

days from
quarterback
Casey
Broclunan. who came up just three
yeu-ds shy of a 500-yard passing day. as
well as running back Duane Brady-. who
went for 167 all-purpose yards in the
stead of Mike Hams. who injured his
ankle in the first half.
While the Racer offense produced
plenty of fireworks. tempers sparked
between the two squads lust betore
halftime when Austin Peay senior
Terrence Holt got into an altercation
with the Murray State bench after a

Up Next
Tennessee State at
Murray State
When: I p dl Saturday
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium
Radio. WFGS 113 7 FM
Records: TSU 3-7 (0-6. OVC) Mal 5-5 (4-3.
OVC,
Last meeting: MSU won 9-6 on Oct 17. 2009
Series: TSU leads 11-10

play.
As the two teams left the field for
halftime. Governors coach Rick
Chnstophel confronted Racer chief
Chris Hatcher anti had to be restrained.
Hatcher said Chnstophel accused his
squad of "playing dirty" anti was upset

specifically with a play in which Austin
Peay quarterback Trent Caffee had his
helmet ripped off and left the field in an
ambulance.
Caffee was reportedly taken to St.
Thomas Hospital in Nashville with a
neck injury. He did have feeling in his
lower body.
No penalty was called on the play.
and Hatcher defended his team in
postgame interviews.
"It was unfortunate the boy got hurt.
but it was a clean play," he said
"...(Chnstophel) was arguing and basically. he was not saying nice ihings
about my team. I said that basualls No
See RACERS. 10

Freshman Brady ready when number called
BACKUP R13 RUNS
FOR 114 l'ARDS AFFER
RACERS LOSE HARRIS
To INJI
By TIMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn. - Saturday
was supposed to be the day Murray.
State fans got to celebrate Mike HdMS
becoming the first Racer running back
to carry for 1.40) yards in a season
since Billy Blanchard during the 2002
run to the Ohio Valley Conference
championship.
Unfortunately, it wasn't to be as

Hams. svho needed 120 yards t, reach
the nulestone. left the game late in the
first quarter with an ankle injury and did
not return.
One would imagine this
hase
been a crushing blow to the Racer
offense. Atter all, Harris is the only
Murray State hack that has enjoyed any
level of consistent success since
Blanchard.
Enter Duane Brady.
Brady. a tnie freshman front St.
Augustine. Fla., came into the season
thinking he'd have a chance to he
Murray State•s feature back
Ile and Dexter Barnett split carries
•See BRADY, 10

TOMMY DILLARD /
Lodger I Times
Freshman running
back
Duane Brady
evades
two
Austin
Peay
defenders
Saturday.
Brady notched
his first 100plus -yard
game in the
win.

.•
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From Page 9
From Page 9
Winkler. who earned some who finishe
d 31st overall and
in the Racers' opener against state as a team. but junior Steven redemption coming off a region- posted
a time of 21 21 43.
Southeast Missoun. but Brady Speed ran a 18:31.25. a time that al mee: in which the freshman
"It's amazing how she's one
managed just 28 yards on seven was just seven seconds off his was disappointed in his per- ot the
smallest girls out there.
touches in the loss
season-best.
formance.
but she wasn't intimidated and
"Considering he was out
The next week was when
Winkler was Calloway's sec- she had a smile
Busiaess•1/04/1"4'•Car elliahh • 1,ile
on her face the
with a knee injury) for a month ond finisher. running the course whole
Flarns came on the .scene at
'lour more than aste canapany agem '
way." Jared said
Central Arkansas and quickly before regionals, that is amaz- in 19:14.75.
Calloway also got a season ing... Kight said. "We're looking
%von the %Luling job.
Karlo Vazquez was the third best from
.1,300johnsoaBlvd,•2TO-753-8355
David Kura
senior and program
Since then. Brady has gotten at breaking school records and runner to come in for the Lakers staple Kelsey
Gray, who turned
his cannes. many of which hioe setting goals for him to be a with a time of 19:59.39. Blake in a tirne
of 23:28.92 and was
SCOREBOARD
interestingly come in goal-line region champion next year."
Wetherington
finished
at the Lady Lacers. third runner to
Calloway's boys and girls 20:14.39 and Zack Eelis came tn cross
situations atter Harris had
Local Sports Calendar
the finish line.
W
L T Pct
became winded on long &Ise. or txtth finished in 22nd place in at 21:16.38 to round out the top
Tonight
Atlanta
7 2 0 778
Delissa Green was the second
Men s Basketball
their respective Class AA races. fi Ye.
after long runs.
New Orleans
6
3
0 667
Calloway. finisher at 2145.07
EaSi Tenressee St 3. Murray St.. 7-30
Tampa Etay
6 3 0 667
But he hadn't been the There were 30 teams in the boys
On the girls side, the Lady while Jordan
Pm
Carolina
Tetrev
came
in
at
'
8
0 ill
Racers' main man in the back- race and 28 in the girls.
Women's Basketball
Lakers were paced by a person- 23:57.43.
North
Mcl-ConWent di Murray St 5.15 p.m.
'The Laker, get a personal- al-record performance from sevfield until Saturday.
W
L
Pct
Cassidy Neal rounded out the
C.,hcago
6 3 0 667
He had been yuietly coming record performance from Eric enth-grader Lauren Eastwood. top
OVC Basketbell
five with a 26:21.78 time.
Green Bcy
6 3 0 667
to work each day. relishing his
Saturday
Minnesota
3 6 0 333
Texas-Pan Amencan 67 Eastern
Detrort
role on special teams and savor2 7 0 222
Kentucky
53
Murray St
14 20 20 7 - 61
Wog •
ing the carnes he did get.
Jacksonville St 79 West Alabama 58
Austin Peay
7 7
W
14
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- 35
UAB 78 SF Missoun St 56
"I've shared a little time. but
Seattle
First Quarter
5 4 0 556
From Page 9
Marcus
Sunday
Harris
caught
i
I
passes
Si Louis
Mike's had more production than
MSU - Ma Harns 8 run (Cullen Kick).
4 5 0 444
Morehead St 84. North Carolina NIT
3(Holt) was the One who started for 138 yards while
It 13
San Francisco
3 6 0 333
Rashad
I've had." said an excited Brady
61
Anzona
HSU - D Johnson 25 int return (Cullen
it, and that ignited him, I guess, Daniels racked up 122 on
3 6 0 333
Minas St 92 SIU Edwardsvilte 64
nine tuck), 10 18
after Saturday•s 61-35 win.
but that's all said."
Eastem Kentucky 54 indana St 59
catches.
APSU - Moller 11 pass from Caffe
Thursday's Gann
''When I saw him. I was like. 'He
Ball St 7' Easrerr illools 46
The two coaches shook hands
Atlanta 26 Baltimore 21
Tight end Daniel Ard got back (Ziolkowslu kick). 7 49
good.• ...I was waiting. just trySunday's Games
Second Quarter
after the game.
in the stat book for the first time
NFL Glance
ing to compete harder. and I
Chicago 27. Minriesoti 13
NSU • Barnett 15 pass horn Brockman
Hatcher said he was proud of since breaking his collarbone on (Cullen
Ail Times CST
Miarni 29. Tennessee 17
luck). 14 18
guess I was jast ready when my
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
his tearn for maintaining its com- Sept. 25, catching three passes APSU • Holt 44 run (Stansel kick), 12.50
Buffalo 14. Detroit 12
number v.as
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MSU - Brockman 18 run (Cullen
posure.
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for
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Pet
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ing two touchdowns. He also said. "Nothing seems to rattle ing on an eight-yard Marcus
DaNas 33, N Y Giants 20
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them. 'They just kind of believe Hams run on a triple reverse
South
San Franason 23. St Louis 20 OT
MSU Bracty 4 run (Cullen kick), 11 -50
caught five passes for 53 yards.
to
W
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Seattle 36 Anzona 18
we're going to go out like it's a cap a breezy 59-yard scoring
MSU - Daniets 43 pass from Brockman
Indianapolis
He also seemed to get better
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as the game went on. slicing his pick-up game on Saturday after- drive that took less than two min- MSU - Ma Hams 56 pass from
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Fourth Quarter
Baltimore
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Washington
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Denver at San Diego. 730 p m
Hatcher said he had seen Saturday's season-finale against Brockrnan run up the middle to 114. Brockman 10-28. Mi Harns 4-24
Dallas
2 7 0 22.2
Tennes
Ma Hams -e. Levea 2-2 (Austin Posy)
see
State.
break
the
game
open
arid
take
improvement in Brady over the
a Holt 14-14e.
South
White 21-119 Jennings 6Instead of being a record- 34-14 lead.
last several weeks in practice and
63. Cahhe 3-37. Ryan 1-6 Kitts 1-4
breaki
ng
day
for
Murray State's defense was Forrest 1-2
one Murray
that he had complete confidence
PASSP4G-(Murray St) Brockman 38in the spunky 5-foot-8 back when State back, however. it turned less than spectacular, surrender- 57-2
497 (Austin Peay) Jennings 4-11-1
into a breakthrough outing for ing 381 rushing yards to the
Harns went down.
26. Caffee 4-7-1 46. Ryan 0-1-0 0
another
.
Govern
ors,
RECEIVI
who
NG -(Murray St) Ma Hams
relied almost
Brady- was especially effecII The Calloway County High School boys and girls Backbo
11-13E Daniels 9-122. Brackett 5-FA
Brady racked up 167 all-pur- exclusively on the ground game
ard Clubs
tive on the Racers' last drive of
will host the Laker Legends Dinner on Friday. Nov.
Brady 5-53, Ard 3-37. Beauford 2-32
19 at 6:30 p.m in the
pose
yards,
116 of it on the after Caffee went down.
the game. after Hatcher finally
CCHS cafetena. The keynote speaker will be Stan Key.
Barnett 2-25, Mi Harris 1-26 (Austin
Meet and greet
Tentnce Holt had 146 rushing Peery) Maser 3-18. Forrest 1-20 Literal
will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner scheduled for 6:30 and
decided he would abandon the ground.
the program to
Whrte 1-11. S Thomas 1-4 Lemon 1His
effort
combin
yards
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for
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the
follow.
Gov's
a
while
Please
passing attack in an attempt to
Ryan 3
e-mail
your
reservation
to
ten.futrell calloway.kyschools.us by Nov. 16.
end the game more quickly in the near-career day for quarterback White had 122.
Casey
Brockm
an.
who threw for
face of what had become a steady
497 yards. barely missing his secdownpour.
He carried the ball six consec- ond 500-yard outing of the seautive times and ran for gains of 8. son. a feat that would have been a
24, 9 and 12 yards on four first for a Racer quarterback.
"It would have been nice,'
straight attempts.
The drive resulted in his sec- said Brockman, who has now
ond touchdown of thc day. a one- thrown for 2,142 yards this seayard dive, completing a drive that son after starting just his sixth
ran 4:21 off the ckx:k and left the garne Saturday.
"You can say. you don't look at
i•ame clock with 1:27.
It Was the Racers' longest stats,just care about winning. but
when you say you could have
sconng dnve of the day.
The Raters believe Harris will been the first player to do that,
be able to return to the lineup by yeah, it would have been nice to
Saturday's season-finale against accomplish."
The game was a rebound of
Tennessee State. meaning Brady
will likely be relegated to a situa- sorts for Brockman, who had
turned in what Hatcher called
tional role once again.
But at lea.st Hatcher and his "sub-par" performances the last
"After learning about th
statT now know they have at least two weeks, one a loss at Eastern
spice
House. I thought it w
two running backs on their hands Kentucky, the other a win over
great to
Tennes
see
Tech.
capable of tuming in 100-yard
honor Maggie by gi
"I thought he Ifx)ked really
to
outings.
Maggie's Angel
olly
"I was just excited to get my sharp today," Hatcher said. "We
chance," Brady said. "When I had a few dropped balls, but
saw (Harris)go down, 1 was a lit- overall. I thought it was the best
"Maggie's Angeie
st‘r,
she often
had
played
since
tle worried about him because he
referred to the H " -ice staff that
he's my. teainmate. but I was like, Homecoming (a 72-59 win over
helped care for her and I know she
I've got to get my head nght. got Missouri State)."
Two senior Racer receivers
to remember all the plays. and
would be pleased in supporting the
had 100-plus-yard nights put my 'A' game on."
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Hospice House project."
- Air Walter "Dub - Polly

Behind every letter of gratitude
are caring donors whobtt
support your hospital.

olefin erur donors.

iregenorefuslp

270.762.1908 or 270.762.1800
www.mcchendowment.org
• Hospice House
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